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Abstract--The xisting iterative algorithms for optimal orthonormalization of the strapdown matrix are 
reviewed. In order to ensure convergence these algorithms allhave restrictions in the initial direction 
cosine matrix. Another algorithm, the singular vector algorithm, is proposed. This algorithm isbased 
on the singular value decomposition f a matrix. Convergence of the algorithm is established. The 
advantages of the algorithm are investigated by comparing itsconvergence, accuracy and computational 
demands with other algorithms. The algorithm is illustrated with numerical examples. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The orthonormalization of a matrix is a problem of numerical algebra, and also plays an important 
role in strapdown systems. Some algorithms have been proposed in the last decade. Because 
of the rapid developments in numerical algebra, it is possible to develope a new algorithm to 
solve this problem. In this paper, we present he singular vector algorithm for matrix ortho- 
normalization and discuss its application to the computation of the strapdown matrix. 
In a strapdown guidance system one of the key problems is to calculate the direction cosine 
matrix (DCM), which transforms vectors from body fixed coordinate system to a navigation 
reference system. One of the methods to calculate the DCM makes use of quatemions and 
solves following vector differential equation: 
dq = l~q (i) 
dt 
where q has four components which are the elements of the quatemion and I'l is a 4 x 4 matrix 
which is constructed by the angular velocity vector of the vehicle. The nine elements of the 
DCM will be obtained from the quatemion, 
Another method to calculate DCM directly is to solve following matrix differential equation: 
dD 
= Df l  (2)  
dt 
where D is DCM and 1~ is a 3 x 3 matrix, which consists of the angular velocity vector of 
the vehicle. 
Because DCM is a matrix which transforms vectors from one cartesian coordinate system 
to another cartesian coordinate system, it ought o be an orthonormal matrix. However, because 
of the computational inaccuracies it is difficult to get the exact solution. The computed DCM 
is usually erroneous and nonorthonormal. 
Part of the error between the exact DCM and the computed DCM can be corrected by 
using a suitable numerical method. The problem is how to correct he nonorthonormal error. 
The mathematical statement of this problem is: given a nonorthonormal matrix find an ortho- 
normal matrix which is closest o the initial matrix in the sense of Euclidean norm of a matrix. 
The resultant matrix is the optimal orthonormalization f the given matrix. 
The DCM yielded from q is an orthogonal matrix, but it is not necessarily normal. In this 
case the orthonormalization f DCM is simple. The DCM obtained from Eq. (2) is generally 
neither orthogonal nor normal. An orthonormalization technique will reduce the error in this 
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computed DCM. The normalization of the DCM yielded from the quaternion can be regarded 
as a special case of orthonormalization[8], and hence, is not discussed any further. 
The relations between computed DCMs and exact DCM are illustrated in Fig. 1, in which 
Do is the exact DCM, Dq is the DCM yielded from the quatemion, D is the DCM obtained 
from Eq. (2), Xq is the normalized Dq, X is the orthonormalized D, M is the set of orthonormal 
matrices, B is the set of orthogonal matrices, and P is the set of arbitrary matrices. The bias 
between the computed DCM and exact DCM is IIDo - DN or fJD0 - Dqll. After optimal or- 
thonormalization for Do, X, D and Do, Xu, D u in a superplane, respectively, we will surely 
have liD0 - X][ ~< liD0 - DI[ or liD0 - Null ~< [ID~ - Dql! so that a part of the computational 
error is corrected. 
2. ITERAT IVE  ORTHONORMALIZAT ION ALGORITHMS 
In the last decade some valuable results have been obtained by Bar-ltzhack[l-7], Giar- 
dina[8], Bjork[9] and others. 
Assume D is a given nonorthonormal matrix which is the numerical solution of Eq. (2), 
the requirement is to find an orthonormal matrix X such that the distance between these two 
matrices is minimized, in the sense of Euclidean norm of a matrix, i.e. 
where 
equally 
rain N {A} = • min a 
X~M X~,I4 j 
(3) 
or  
min N {A} ~ min {tr (ArA)~ '" (5) 
X~M X ~,'~1 
It has been proved[8] that when D is invertible the solution X, which satisfies Eq. (3) or 
(5), is 
X = D (DrD) -r-" (6) 
X = (DDr) ' :D -r  
There are three iterative algorithms for obtaining approximate X[7]: 
Fig. I. The relations between computed DCM and exact DCM. 
(7) 
A = D - X (4) 
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= x , ,  - 
2) Bar-ltzhack: Dual iterative[3,4l 
Xo=D 
1 
X,.., = ~ (X; "r + X,) 
3) Bar-ltzhack: Gradient projection[ I ] 
Xo=D 
1 
X.+t = X. - ~ (X.DrX. - D) 
The convergence properties of these algorithms are dependent on the conditions of initial 
matrices. It has been shown in [13] that in order to ensure the convergence, some restrictions 
must be made on initial matrices. The restrictions are as follows: for 1) O'jo < V~;  for 2) 
cry0 -'# 0; for 3) Crjo < 2, where cr~0's (j = 1, 2, 3) are the singular values of matrix D. 
Obviously in practical computation it is not convenient o have these restrictions, for 
example sometimes there is the appearance of divergent iterations. Consequently, it is necessary 
to develop a numerically stable algorithm. 
3. THE SINGULAR VECTOR ALGORITHM 
The basic conception of singular value decomposition of a matrix is presented by following 
theorem. 
THEOREM[ 1 1 ] 
Let D ~ R . . . .  . Then there exist orthogonal matrices U E R ..... and V E R ..... such that 
where 
and 
with 
D = UXV r 
00) 
S = diag (crl . . . . .  o'r) 
oh ~. . .  ~>o- r>0.  
The columns of U and V are left singular vectors and right singular vectors, respectively. The 
numbers ¢r 1 . . . . .  o', together with or,_ j = 0 . . . . .  cr,, = 0 are called the singular values of 
D, r is the rank of D. 
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Let D be an arbitrary real 3 x 3 matrix. An orthonormal matrix X will minimize 
IfD - XII if and only if it maximizes tr (DXr), where X E M as in Eq. 13) or (5). 
Now we can prove the next theorem, which the singular vector algorithm is based on. 
THEOREM 
Assume D is a n x n real matrix whose rank is at least 2. D has singular value decom- 
position D = U's'V r. Then a solution of Eq. (3) or (5) (the optimal orthonormalization problem) 
is 
X = UV r. 
If D is nonsingular this solution is unique. 
Proof. Let X be an orthonormal matrix 
or 
Then 
R = U- tXV -r  
X = UXV r. 
tr(DX r) = tr (UEV r -  vxru  r) 
= tr (EX) 
-~" XllO"l "F" X220"2 -.F.- X330" 3 
Because R is the product of several orthonorrnal matrices, R is still orthonormal, hence 
It follows 
X2, + R?, + X]3 = 1 (i = 1, 2,3).  
R~< 1 (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Then tr (DX r) reaches its maximum if and only if: 
{ R,j = I (i = j )  
Rii 0 (i # j) 
hence 
i.e. 
X=l  
X = UV r. 
For D is nonsingular this is a unique solution. If D is singular, the solution is not unique, 
however this is an admissible solution. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 
When quaternions are used, Dq is orthogonal but non-normal matrix, then 
T Dq = Uq-qVq 
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where 
hence the optimal orthonormalized matrix X~ satisfies the following equality: 
Golub and Reinsch have developed an efficient and stable algorithm for computing the 
singular value decomposition, which ensures the convergence of singular vector algorithm. 
But frequently the computed solution X is obtained from the perturbed 15, i.e. X = l~I~ 'r, 
where l ib - Dlt~ represents he rounding error in matrix D. Hence only an approximation 
to X is known. The rounding error analysis for the singular vector algorithm can be demonstrated 
as follows. 
From [ 12], the relative rror caused by rounding error in singular value decomposition is 
lib - DII., 
IIDIl., 
where D is perturbed to I), which is the computed matrix I) = l~grr; ~b(n) is the constant 
which depends on n, for n = 3 it almost has the same order of 10t; c~ is the rounding unit of 
computer. 
In [15] it has been proved that if D is perturbed to I) then 
IlOgZr - UVr l l r  ~ 2 l ib - DIIF 
o- n 
where or,, is the minimum singular value of D; n is the dimension of D. 
Compared with iterative algorithms, the singular vector algorithm improves the conver- 
gence and accuracy. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The algorithm is implemented on M-160. The double precision word length (64 binary 
digits) is used. The four examples of [7] are computed by using the subroutine DSVDC of 
LINPACK. For comparison we have also implemented algorithms 1), 2) and 3) on M-160. The 
results are shown in Tables 1-4. 
In above examples, I lXrX.  - lilt indicates the nonorthonormality of the matrix X,,. And 
IIX - X.ll~ indicates the accuracy of X,,. For singular vector algorithm II:~r~: - /11~ indicates 
the nonorthonormality of ,~ and ]pC - X"IIF indicates the accuracy of X. 
From above examples we can see that the convergence problems of the iterative algorithms 
are different. In last two examples the minimum singular values are not small enough, the 
processes 1) and 3) diverge while 2) still converges. For algorithm 2) divergence occurs when 
the initial matrix is singular. However in these cases the singular vector algorithm still keeps 
its convergence and accuracy stable. By comparison the advantages ofsingular vector algorithm 
become obvious. 
Finally the comparison of computational efficiency and storage is shown in Table 5. The 
data are all from above example 2. 
Notice that we suppose the subroutine DSVDC, which is used by singular vector algorithm, 
is set up in the computer previously. Otherwise for singular vector algorithm the subroutine 
DSVDC itself will need extra storages 11034 bytes and compiling time 14 cpu sec. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a new algorithm is presented for optimal orthonormalization of a matrix, it 
is called singular vector algorithm. Numerical examples illustrate its performance of the al- 
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Table 5 
Computing time Storage Number of 
Algorithm (cpu sec.) (bytes) iterations Accuracy 
I ~ 7,74 4344 7 o. 1097 x 10-" 
21 10,19 686.a, 5 0.1097 x 10-* 
3) 11.88 4536 61 0.1097 x 10-: 
Singular vector 
algorithm 9.22 4528 0.1097 x 10 -7 
gorithm. In comparison with iterative algorithms the singular vector algorithm has better con- 
vergence, accuracy and computational eff iciency. The new algorithm is applicable to ortho- 
normalization of  the computed DCM for a strapdown system. 
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